A near ring N is called weak commutative if xyz = xzy for every x,y,z ϵ N[14]. N is called pseudo commutative if xyz = zyx for every x,y,z ϵ N[15]. N is called quasi weak commutative if xyz = yxz for every xyz = yxz forevery x,y,z ϵ N [11]. N is called pseudo m -power commutative if x m yz =zy m x for every x,y,z ϵ N [10]. We obtain more results, generalising the results of [15] .
I. Introduction
S.Uma, R.Balakrishnan and T.Tammizhchelvam [15] called a near -ring N to be pseudo commutative if xyz =zyx forevery x,y,z ϵ N. G.GopalaKrishnamoorthy and S.Geetha [8] n for all x,y,z ϵ N, where m≥1 and n≥1 are fixed integers. In this paper we prove more general results on pseudo m -power commutative near -rings, this generalising the results of [15] .
II. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, N denotes a right near -ring with atleast two elements. For any non -empty subset A of N, we denote A -{0} as A * . The following definitions and results are needed for the development of this paper.
Definition
Let N be a near -ring. An element a N is said to be Idempotent if a 2 = a Nilpotent if there exists a positive integer k such that a k = 0 2.2 Lemma (Pilz [14] ) Each near -ring N is isomorphic to a sub direct product of subdirectly irreducible near -rings 2.3 Definition A near -ring N is said to be zero -symmetric if ab = 0 implies ba = 0, where a,b ϵ N.
Lemma
If N is zero symmetric, then every left ideal Aof N is an N -subgroup of N every ideal I of N satisfies the condition NIN  I N*I*N*  I*
Let N be a near -ring. Then the following are true.
If A is an ideal of N and B is any subset of N, then (A : B) ={n ϵ N/ nB  A} is always a left ideal.
If A is an ideal of N and B is any N -subgroup then (A :B) is an ideal . Inparticular if A and B are ideals of a zero symmetric near -ring, then (A: B) is an ideal .
Let N be a regular near -ring, a ϵ N and a = axa, then (i) ax and xa are idempotents and so the set of idempotent elements of N is non -empty.
(ii) axN = aN and Nxa = Na (iii) N is S and ' S near -rings.
Definition
A near -ring N is said to be reduced if N has no non -zero nilpotent elements 2.8 Lemma [3] Let N be a zero -symmetric reduced near -ring. For any a,b ϵ N and for any idempotent element e ϵ N, abe = aeb An N -subgroup A of N is essential if A  B = {0} where B is any N subgroup of N implies B = {0}
A near -ring N is said to be an integral near -ring if N has no non -zero divisors.
Lemma
Let N be a near -ring such that for all a ϵ N, a 2 = 0 implies a = 0. Then N has no non -zero nilpotent elements. That is, N is reduced. (2), (5) and (7) 
Definition

III. Main results
Lemma
Note
When m = 1, all the results of [15] are obtained.
